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SVPP Dog Transition Tips – Rose 

 

Transition Tips Notes 

Type/Brand of Food Wellness -Whitefish and sweet potato and Fresh pet Vital turkey mix 3:1 

Feeding 

Schedule/Portion 

2x per day, 8am and 5:30pm.  3/4 cup of kibble rounded a 2-3 tbs of the wet food. 

Likes & Dislikes LIKES: Walks, napping on the couch, treats, baby talk, when her people come home 
Dislikes: 'grabbing motion', baths, loud sudden noises 

Exercise Regime/Walks 1-2 times a day she's able to go approximately a mile. Further, as she builds muscle 
and stamina 

Known Commands Her name, working on other general commands, 'out of the kitchen' 'stay, I'll be right 
back' 

Sleep/Bedtime Routine The last outside time is 10:00pm. She sleeps on the pillows on the couch in our living 
room. 

Favorite Toys she's learning to play with and toss squeaky fuzzy toys 

Grooming minimal, gentle bathing as needed, minimal shedding 

Potty Routine Outside 7:30 am, she has never had an accident in the house overnight and during the 
day. When I work from home I typically let the dogs out every 2-3 hours unless the 
door is open during warm weather. We walk after breakfast and/or after dinner she has 
started going pee and sometimes poop on our walks. Depends on whether she has 
recently.  

Other Rose is adjusting to life as a regular loved family dog with no other expectations, and 
will need time and patience to blossom.  She's a doll, who just wants to please, but 
she's still quite unsure of people's intentions. She's a sweetheart and just needs 
patience and reassurance to know that she is safe and loved and there is nothing to be 
afraid of anymore. 
 
Monthly Flea/Tick Prevention given: April 4 (1 addl. dose given to adopter) 
Monthly Heartworm Prevention given: April 5 (1 addl. dose provided to adopter) 

 


